
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, improvement in the level of consciousness was 
becoming increasing energy consumption, global warming 
has become serious problems. Global warming to worsen the 
greenhouse effect and climate change adversely affects the 
Earth's ecosystems are threatened. Under these circumstances, 
the importance of environmental conservation has emerged. 
A nd  c onsu mpt i on  and  e nv i ron me nt a l l y  d e st r u c t i ve 
conventional concept of development plan has been changed 
to the concept of “Eco building”. “Eco building” means the 
“architecture adapt to environment” or “architecture with nature”. 
It is recent global environmental problems associated with 

architecture a new perspective building is not independent, but 
in part of eco systems.

Korean traditional architecture's environment control 
system has enough possibilities that means to achieve eco 
architecture. Korean traditional architecture has maintain 
pleasant indoor environment by using environment control 
system, as placement of buildings, space construction and use of 
materials. The ultimate goal of Korean traditional architecture is 
organically blend that construction of artificial without damage 
to nature ecosystem.

Existing research is based on the natural environment control 
system in the traditional residential architecture, applying the 
principles of securing solar radiation, solar radiation through 
eaves, the modern architecture of the city was suggested to 
be developed into a structure that can exist with the natural 
environment.  When the natural environment control system 
of the traditional architecture is applied to the modern 
architecture, the experiment and the simulation about the 
energy saving effect are not made, and the research was carried 
out to compensate for the lack of quantitative results in modern 
buildings(Gyeong-hoe, 1993).

In this study, natural control principle is introduced on 
the architectural technique basis in the past, through firstly 
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searching the atmosphere feature of the Korean Peninsula; 
finding out about Korean traditional architecture's control 
technique of energy load; analyzing and figuring out those 
data and bibliography due to looking into Korean traditional 
architecture's control system. Also, use simulation of Korean 
traditional architecture's environment control system applied 
to modern architecture, which aims to provide the appropriate 
application method.

2. FEATURE OF KOREAN TRADITIONAL 
ARCHITECTURE HAVIOR 

(1) Korea’s climate feature
The Korean Peninsula belongs in the warm climate area and 

shows the intermediate character of continental climate and 
oceanic climate and shows various climate endemic. For this 
reason, each region was formed for each house of different type. 
The temperature of the Korean Peninsula is lower than other 
countries on the same latitude. And Korea's winter to be long 
from November until March average temperature for 5 month 
is below 0ºC, and the summer from June to September of four 
months appear to be more than average 18ºC. 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 represent the periodic wind and an 
isothermal line of winter and summer. The wintertime is 
very cold and dry by the northwesterly wind from Siberia, 
and temperature difference of south and north is big. The 
summertime is high temperature due to blowing hot and humid 
southeasterly wind from the North Pacific, and temperature 
difference of south and north is not big.

 

Figure 1. Isotherms and pressure distribution chart in summer

Figure 2. Isotherms and pressure distribution chart in winter

(2) Energy control technique of Korean 
       traditional architecture

 1) Arrangement (bearing) of building
Korea traditional architecture is advantageous in term of 

ability to control environment, because it has mountains on 
the North side and buildings arranged north. ; in winter, it 
has maximum solar heat gain and to protect building from 
northwest cold wind (Doo-won woon and Hyun-woo, 2000). 

the point of compass, the range of from about 45° to the east 
until about 15° to the west on the basis of south is good heating 
effect by solar radiation acquisition in wintertime. Figure 3 
shows that solar radiation acquisition follows Of these, the 
direction which rotated from south to the east about 17.5° 
is optimum and appears to be much more solar radiation 
acquisition quantity about 10~30% than the other direction. If 
the solar radiation quantity increases 1%, heating load is saved 
0.1% and arranging the appropriate bearing is a decrement effect 
of 1.5~4.5% heating loads. As comparing the room temperature 
of the summertime south arrangement and west arrangement in 
the actual Korean traditional architecture, the building of west 
arrangement appeared similar the room temperature and the 
ambient temperature when ambient temperature is 26~29ºC. 
However, when the ambient temperature is average 30.5ºC, the 
room temperature of a southward building is average 26.5ºC. 
The temperature decrease of 4ºC is an effect which reduce the 
about 24% cooling load.

Figure 3. Solar radiation acquisition by bearing

2) Ventilation system
The Korean traditional architecture has structure which the 

ventilation is made well due to openness of the space. Picture 1 
is the main floor of the Korean traditional architecture, the floor 
structure is opened to north and south will lead to an excellent 
cooling effect using cross ventilation. 

Figure 4 shows the summer season airflow of the Korean 
traditional architecture. The southeasterly wind blows mainly in 
the summer season is faster by Hangrang-Chae or fence which 
is located in front of An-Chae and Sarang-Chae. Because of this, 
the resident felt a comfortable due to the effective temperature 
drop, and the room temperature rise is suppressed. 

The airflow average velocity of floor front is 0.13m/s, and the 
airflow velocity of back is 0.53m/s as difference between 0.4m/s.
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Picture   1.  The main floor of the Korea taditioanl architecture

The heating wind is moving to backyard in front yard by the 
phenomenon of convection rotation, a going indoor atmosphere 
through main floor is passing a window of back wall. At this 
moment, a speed of atmosphere is getting faster, Ventury effect 
is appeared. And this is why the difference. The speed of the 
airflow passing through the floor is was satisfied 0.5~1.0m/
s which is a scope where the person feels a comfortable with 
0.53m/s. When every 0.15m/s rising, a indoor temperature of 
falling is 0.55ºC so that is a good result and reducing wind chill 
factor on a speed of atmosphere 1.0m/s basis.

Figure 4. Airflow analysis of Korean traditional architecture

3) Use of the eaves
 The Korean traditional architecture used the roof and the 

eaves as adjustment device to prevent overheating of the indoor 
in accordance with the season. Picture 2 shows to compare the 
solar radiation features summer season and winter season. The 
eaves of the roof creates the comfortable indoor environment 
by intercepts the solar radiation at the summer when the solar 
attitude is high and inflows the solar radiation to deep indoor at 
the winter when the solar attitude is low (Gyeong-hoe, 1993).

 Figure 5 shows the principle of interception and inflow of the 
solar radiation follows in solar altitude of summer and winter. 
In the Korean traditional architecture, line which connect the 
center stone of the pillars and the eaves accomplishes the angle 
of around 30°. The depth of the eaves, with a slight difference 
depending on latitude, but is about 120cm. In summer the 
temperature of main floor tend to lower 4~5ºC than ambient 
temperature (Gyeong-hoe, 1993). Thus, reducing 4~5ºC room 

                                (Summer)                                      (Winter)
Picture   2.  Solar regulation of the eaves in summer and winter

Figure 5. The eaves where a adjust inflow of solar radiatio

temperature is effective in reducing cooling load of about 
24~30%(average 27%). In winter the temperature of the main 
floor is 2~3ºC where average 2.5ºC is higher than ambient 
temperature, and room temperature rise of the main floor 
reduces the heating load on average 15%.

4) Humidity control by the Hanji
The Changhoji which main finishing materials of window 

consist of Hanji. Picture 3 shows the Hanji window of the 
Korean traditional architecture. The biggest advantage of Hanji 
is to control naturally ventilation and temperature and humidity 
of indoor through numberless small hole in Hanji. Hanji 
maintain proper humidity to ensure a comfortable indoor space; 
by absorb moisture when humidity is high and release moisture 
when humidity is low. In fact, when relative humidity of ambient 
is 25~80% in room of the Korean traditional architecture 
appears lowly with 20~28%, this is the result which is caused by 
with moisture transportation performance of the Hanji and the 
wall. The Changhoji and the wallpaper of the Korean traditional 
architecture keep the moisture transportation performance of 
ambient about 50%.

Picture  3.  Window of Korean traditional architecture
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(3) Problem of modern building
As an example of modern building, shows the feature of 

the office building in Picture 4 is becoming increasingly 
lightweight and high-rise but lightweight structure makes 
large and rapid temperature change in the indoor because 
of not being Time-lag effect between temperature change 
of building outside and indoor due to low heat capacity. 
Therefore modern building compared with the traditional 
architecture what is a weight structures relatively is very 
inferior in terms of environment performance control. 
A n a l y z i n g  t h e  re s u lt s  o f  t h e  S e o u l  o f f i c e  b u i l d i n g , 
approximately 74.5% of the entire building is lightweight 
envelope structure, and about 70% of the buildings showed 
window area ratio is more than 40%. Meanwhile, when 
compared total load of lightweight structure and weight 
structure, lightweight structure is bigger annual 2.04Mcal in 
average heating load and annual 1.62Mcal in average cooling 
load than weight structure.

Eventually, lightweight of the building be made dependent on 
energy in order to create the comfortable indoor environment, 
due to lowered the innate function of building's environmental 
control. In addition, that was made to use the system which 
operation and maintenance is difficult such as air-conditioning 
system or HVAC system in spite of will be able to create the 
comfortable indoor environment could be controlled easily 
and naturally. For this reason, we are confronted the serious 
problem such as economic loss, depletion of energy resources 
and environmental pollution by enormous amount of energy 
used in the indoor environmental control of building.

Picture   4.  Modern building

3. MODERN APPLICATION METHOD OF ENVIRONMENT 
CONTROL TECHNIQUE

(1) Energy control by arrangement building
Modern buildings are placed in the South where the solar 

radiation acquisition is profitable compared with other bearing, 
the results will promote the comfortable thermal environment. 
Figure 6 is to show energy utilization according to the defense 
of the architecture. The result which tries to observe energy 
utilization according to the bearing, will be able to known that 
the energy consumption increase farther south. 

Figure 6. Energy consumption ratio by the bearing
 

When direction of the building to the west, the energy 
utilization appeared that about 11% is more than south. In 
addition, the energy utilization of east appeared that is more 
about 10%. Korean traditional architecture was reduced the total 
load average about 13.5% through the south arrangement of 
building, and modern building also was reduced the total load 
average about 11% in the same way (e.g., Sang-kyu, 2001).

 (2) Energy control through the induction airflow
 If leaded the cross ventilation by placing openings at the 

appropriate location, will be able to reduce a cooling load, 
because will be formed the proper airflow in the indoor.  
Figure 7 shows a cooling energy utilization according to 
the cross ventilation. Actually the house where the cross 
ventilation is possible when compared with the house where 
the cross ventilation is impossible will be able to reduce a 
cooling load until the maximum 50%, because of lower the 
indoor temperature 1ºC. The cross ventilation performance 
measurement examples through the simulation are also known 
that the house where the cross ventilation is possible will be able 
to save a cooling energy up to 50% from 15% than the house 
where the cross ventilation is impossible. Korean traditional 
architecture was reduced the cooling load about 9% by the cross 
ventilation. As well modern building was reduced the cooling 
load about 32.5% (e.g., Jeong-min K, 2005).

Figure 7. Energy consumption ratio by cross ventilation 
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(3) Energy control by the sunshade
The Korean traditional architecture used the eaves intercepted 

solar radiation in summer, and accepted solar radiation in 
winter as possible. In the modern building, the air conditioning 
energy of the building reduces by using the sunshade which 
does duty for the eave (e.g., Jeong-min, 2005) .

 Figure 8 shows energy consumption of the modern building 
according to use the sunshade. Energy Load of 1 and 3 date and 
energy consumption of 2, 4 and 5 data were converted into a 
percentage. If installed the horizontal sunshade such as eave in 
modern building, you can see that energy of 28% is decreased 
than when dose not installed the sunshade. When installing the 
sunshade, angle of sunshade to get the greatest energy reduction 
effect is about 60° and that length is about 90cm degree, based 
on the data presented the optimal angle and length. 

Figure 8. Energy consumption ratio by fitting sunshade

Figure 9 is an example of the modern building is used the 
sunshade. Korean traditional architecture was reduced the total 
load about 21.5% according to use the eaves, and modern building 
was reduced the total load about 28% by use the sunshade.

Figure 9. Humidity control performance of Hanji and glass

(4) Indoor humidity control using Hanji
When used the humidity control widow which intercept heat 

and rainwater, wind and absorb or discharge only moisture 
selectively apply Hanji double window principle, the comfortable 
of indoor can be improved (Jin-u and Hyeon-jun, 2000). 

Picture 5 is result that analyzed moisture transportation 
performance when applied a glass that the most common 
material composed a window in the modern building and 
the Hanji that composed a window of the Korean traditional 
architecture. When applied the Hanji in the modern building, 

appeared with the fact that has the 36.65% degree excellent 
moisture transportation performance than glass.

Picture   5.  Example of use the sunshade

Picture 6 is showing the example which uses the Hanji window 
in the indoor of the modern building. The result of analyzed the 
internal moisture transportation performance according to use 
the Hanji was appeared that can be adjusted indoor humidity 
of 50% in Korean traditional architecture and 36% in modern 
building. 

Picture   6.  Example of use the Hanji in modern building

4. MODERN APPLICATION EFFECT ANALYSIS

(1) Simulation outline
1) Analysis model outline
Modern building which for applied the natural environmental 

control system assumes at the apartment houses which capture 
more than 60% of Korea's housing proportion. Analysis model is 
flat-type apartment houses like Figure 10, and Table 1 and Table 
2 is displaying the thermal properties of structure and glass.

Figure 10. The floor plan of analysis model
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Table 1. Building Outline

Floor area 128m²
Building Height 3m

Window area ratio
South 0.8
 North 0.2

Table 2. Thermal feature of structure and glass

Thickness
(mm)

U-value
(W/m²K)

External wall 265 0.443
Interior wall 210 3.281

Floor 270 0.562
Roof 247 0.365
Glass 1.4

Table 3. Simulation parameters and case

Bearing

Standard

Angle
-90º E -67.5º ESE -45º SE

-22.5º SSE 0º S 22.5º SSW
45º SW 67.5º WSW 90º W

Sunshade

Length(x)

0m 0.1m 0.2m
0.3m 0.4m 0.5m
0.3m 0.4m 0.5m
0.9m 1m 1.5m

Location

Cross ventilation

Possible

Impossible

  
2) Simulation parameters and design condition
The environmental control system of the Korean traditional 

architecture which applied to modern building is the bearing, 
cross ventilation and sunshade. Also, range and level of each 
environmental control system which set up such as Table 3 
simulate. Simulation of bearing and sunshade used TRNSYS 
what the dynamic heat load analysis program, and simulation 
of cross ventilation used TRNSYS and TRNFLOW. Also 
weather data used TMY2 of Seoul provides from TRNSYS. The 
residents of the building assume a family of five, and the body 
calorific power sets on the basis of ISO7730. In addition, Table 
4 indicates the calorific power and schedule of lighting and 
equipment.

Table 4. Design condition of simulation

Design Condition

Internal
Load

Occupants Sensible heat 65(W/man),
Latent heat 55(W/man)

Lighting 4(W/m2)

Equipment 14(W/m2)

Heating Setpoint temperature 20(ºC)

Cooling Setpoint temperature 26(ºC)

Schedule

Occupants

Lighting/Equipment
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(2) Simulation results and discussion
1) Total load reduction effect by the bearing
Figure 11 represents the air conditioning load of the building 

according to the bearing. Heating load increases farther away 
from the south and cooling load as well increases farther away 
from the south. 

Figure 11. Total load by the bearing

Moreover, figure 12 is showing that the total load of the 
model is converted to a percentage on basis of the south. When 
compared to the south, east and west have a lot of heating load 
about 14% degree, WSW and ESE have it about 12%, SW and 
SE have it about 8% And SSW is profitable than SSE by reason 
of appear a large heating load of about 3% in SSE and about 
2% in SSW when measured against the south. However, when 
arranging the modern building, it is thought most desirable 
to arrange to the south because the south is thermally most 
favorable defense.

 

Figure 12. Load reduction ratio by the bearing

2) Cooling load reduction effect by the cross ventilation
Figure 13 express the cooling load of living room by whether 

the ventilation. When unlocking the opening, the cooling load 
appears smaller about three times than closing the opening and 
if the cross ventilation is possible, the cooling load is small than 
when that is impossible.

 Figure 14 is the result of converting to percentage from 
the cooling load on basis of the case where the ventilation is 
impossible. As a result, if induces the cross ventilation actively 
when composing the floor plan of apartment housing, will be

Figure 13. Cooling load by cross ventilation

Figure 14. Load reduction ratio by cross ventilation

able to reduce a bigger load. This is because of the ventilation can 
not be completely achieved in simulation on account of living 
room has many unevenness. And to apply the cross ventilation 
is beneficial in terms of building energy saving due to the 
heating load difference is 7% between the case which the cross 
ventilation is possible and the case which the cross ventilation 
is impossible. Besides, applying the cross ventilation is to 
induce a decline of resident's wind chill by form appropriated 
airflow, therefore PMV evaluation of indoor is required 
in order to analyze the exact effect of the cross ventilation.

 3) Total load reduction effect by the sunshade length
Figure 15 represents the total load of building in accordance with 

the sunshade length. It appears that the summertime cooling load 
decreases and the wintertime heating load increases because of the 
shade which is formed in the indoor grows longer the sunshade. Of 
these cases, most optimum length of sunshade is 0.9m. 

Figure 15. Total load by the sunshade length
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Figure 16 express to change with percentage from the total 
load of model on basis of 0m, and the total load difference of 
0m and 0.9m is 0.3%. Existing a smaller reduction effect than 
research literature is owing to model is house what has small 
heating gain of indoor. So if installing the sunshade to building 
where has big heating gain of indoor such as office, will be able 
to get a bigger load reduction effect.

Figure 16. Load reduction ratio by the sunshade length

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the study was carried out to investigate the 
quantitative effect of the modern building by applying 
the environmental control technique of the traditional 
building based on the existing research. The application of 
the environmental control technique is based on the use of 
southward layout, intermittent ventilation, eaves, and openings 
of Hanji. The conclusion of this study based on simulation 
results is as follows.

1) South arrangement of Korean traditional architecture 
reduced the total load average 13.5%. Likewise when modern 
building placed on the south, will be able to decrease the total 
load of average 14%.

2) The Korean traditional architecture was possible the cross 
ventilation through opening and resultant the total load was 
reduced about 9%. In also modern buildings, the result which 
induces the cross ventilation by composition of the floor plan 
can be reduced cooling load about 7%.

3) In Korean traditional architecture, the total load was 
reduced about 21.5% by the eaves. But the total load is reduced 
only about 3%, when applied the sunshade to modern building. 
Because using the house where has small internal heat gain as 
the analysis model, the load reduction effect according to the 
sunshade use of modern building appeared smaller than the 
Korean traditional architecture. If assumes model as building 
which has large internal heat gain such as office, will be increased 
the load reduction effect follow in use the sunshade.

4) Depending on whether use of the Hanji, Korean traditional 
architecture has the internal humidity control effect of 50% 
degree. In addition, when the Hanji and wallpaper are used 
to window of modern building, the internal humidity control 
effect will be improved 36% more than glazing window. After 

this, will research the quantitative energy reduction effect of 
the environmental control system through model analysis of 
the Korean traditional architecture, as well to analyze moisture 
transportation performance of Hanji by perform simulation 
which applied Hanji to modern buildings.

If the environmental control technique of traditional buildings 
is applied to modern buildings, the cooling and heating load 
can be reduced and it will be more effective in reducing the 
cooling and heating load than the designing by inducing the 
ventilation in the plane plan. If the design is applied by applying 
the environmental control technique of the traditional building 
in the planning of the building, more efficient energy saving will 
be possible. If the eaves are installed on existing buildings, the 
load of cooling and heating will be reduced. If we continue to do 
further research, it will be a research that can contribute to the 
cooling and heating load reduction by designing and applying 
the environmental control technique of traditional buildings in 
the construction process of modern buildings.
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